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ABSTRACT

With the help of characteristical analysrs, it
can be possible to detect whether physical magnitudes
iue vectoral or scalar. Therefore expanding
electromagnetic theoq/s axiom equations, physical
rnagprtudes characterizing a surface have been added
these equations. These physical magritudes are electric
and magnetic surface clrrrrent densities and electric and
magnetic surface charge densities.

In this paper, it has been proved that surface
charge densities proposed by Giirmen [1, 4 3, 4] are
vectoral magnitudes and electric current density is
equal to th€ tangent component of the magnetic field,
magnetic current density is equal to the tangent
component of the electric field.

INTRODUCTION

At first, an inverse vector lvas defined. Later,
dot, cross and dyadic products of this inverse vector
with another vstor are defined. The curls of surface
electric and magnetic curent densities are added to
Maxwell-Ampere and Maxwell-Faraday equations.
Also, divergence of electric and magnetic charge
densities that are considered as vectoral magnitudes are
added to N,Iaxu/ell Electric and Magrretic Gauss
equations. In this case, in the lossless simple mediurq it
is obtained the vectoral Helmholtz equation of vector
potential. It can be performed to integral solution ofthis
equation with Green functions method. Finally, using of
these solutions, it has been given some examples.

r. INVER,SE VECTOR AND I'OT, DYAI'IC, ANI)
CROSS PRODUCT OF INVERSE WITE
ANOTHERVECTOR

1.1 - Definitions
1. Inverse vector,

If fr is the unit vector of vecto, A , tn" ratio of E ro
.  l l  - l l

magnitude A = llAll can be defined as inverse vector-  i l t l

/ - \ - r  r t  A
lA)  =7-_7 r . r

2. Dot product of inverse vector ofi with a E can be
deftned by

3. Cross product of invqrse vector of 7 t"in a vecror
E cmbr, defined bv

A-,  ,E =A\rE r .3
A '

4. Dyadic product ofinverse vector of J *ittt a vector
.6 is a second order tensor and can be defined by.

A'E =I n t .4
A '

1.2 - Eramples

l.'Pressure is the force affecting to the unit
surface and a scalar magnitude. If the inverse of .i

/-\-r fr
surface vector ir (S)-' = 1 pressure is defined by

s

2. Surface element of volume qurent densiw is
a vector and can be expressed as

(as)-' = l; r.6
Ar

so volume current density can be defined by.
J_ = lim lr(m)-'

Ar-+0

N-  r . 7
: (.Im _-n

Ar-+0 AJi
Since As- is a vector it can be possible to express
electric or magnetic surface charge densities as

A".E-A P
A"

1 .2

1 .5
F.a

.t

F"= ljgotdai)-' : #grflo r.8
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2. AXrOM EQUATIONS OF ELECTROII{AG-
NETIC T'IELDS

A theory can be based on axioms, definitions
and theorems. These axioms can be expanded to
explain physical systems, if it is needed. This can be
done in electromagnetic theory .

Talcing into consideration that electric or
mapetic volume current density and electric or
magnetic surface charge densities are difrerent physical
magrrihrdes, axiom equations of electrornagpetic fields
can be expanded as

-  aB -  =
V x E = - : . -  r  r 7 "  r

' ) t  
- u * -  v   r w

Using 3.1 in axiom equations one can write

y xE =#.J-+Y xJ,"

Y .B  =  p*+V.F^
y .D = p* +V .p",

Here J-, volume electric current density, is

inl,nln'zl, j"" surface electric current density, is in

I,ql.l, pu volume electric charge density, is in

lcoutonbf n1l, and p, zurface electric charge density,
L . l  =

is in lcoulomblr'|, J* volume magnetical current
L . l =

density, is i lV I n' l, ../^ zurface maggetic current is

inlvlrrrl, p- volume magnetic charge density, is in

lneterf m}l, p^ surface magnetic charge density, is

inlneberf nzl
From these axiom equations it can be seen that

J**i^a(s) p-* p^6(s)
2.2

i ** i^o(s) ,  p**p*6(s)

where dG) is Delta-dirac distribution of the

coordinate that is perpendicular to S surface.

3. BOIJIYDARY CONDITIONS THEORDM IN
TEE SIMPLE MEDIUM

2 . 1

^b, E)= ̂b x i *\

The curl and divergense of a vector can be
written in the meanine of distribution as

y x A = to' ;)* ̂ (, ";bG)
Y. i ={v. ,7} + r(a.,r)ot")

where, AZ = A, - Ar.

4 .L3 . 1
Y xE =( iae  +o)E+J-+Y, i .

V.E= p*+V.p^
y  .D = p*  +V.p_

246

{v, E} + r(r x E)d(s) ={-#}-rt -,

{v,. 7^)- l(r ' i^)a(")

{v,F}+a(rxrl)d(s) ={#1.{e} 
32

*(v'. i-)+ a(; x;-)a(d

to D). $ Dp1"1 = {p*l+{v . p*l
+ a(fr.p"")t(")

{v. r} + l(;. E)a(") = | p*l* {v. p^}
+a(r.p^)a(s)

So boundarv conditions in 3.2 can be dotained as

aft' E)= t@"i^)

/  - \  
3 '3

^@.0)= ^(n.p*)
/ - \

^@.8)= ^(f i .p^)
Since ^E,  =0,  Er=0 and i *  =0,  F*=0 in
perfect conductor, from equations 3.3 on the surhce of
perfect conductor boundary conditions can be written as

f i xE. l  -o  f ixE, l ,=r t r io' l s  ' l s  -  

, . 0

n. ,rl" = fl - Pu f r .81"=o

4. SOLUTIONS OF EELMEOLTZ EQUATIONS
WITE GREEN FTTNCTIONS METEODS

4.1- Integrat Solution of the Eelmholtz Equationr

In the simple medium axiom equations of
harmonic electromagnetic fields can be obtained as
follows

yxE=- ja f i - j * -V rJ*
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Using ̂ E = V x A definition equation of v€ctor
potential and

Y . A +  j a e p g  = 0 4.2

Y x J^= {v" i  ̂ l*A(r" J-bG) +.ro

Using 4.10 in 4.9 integral expression ofetectric vector
potential can be written as

:  e  l t t -  - e - j o
F=? l l l J_ ( t , ) :  ̂  dv '

4IT 
t t , "  -  * '  

R

.fillltr,4lffa,' 4,,
e  l t  ,  -  , e - jw*GllLl f ixJ^) 

R dr

4.2- Eramples

l. Volume electric qurent density of electric
line source that coincides z axis at the origin can be
expressed as

j* = d,to6(x)6(y\ 4.rz
where, J"" - 0

2. Volume current density of electric Hertz
vector tllat coincides z axis at the origin can be written
as
j* = 6,106(x)o(y)lu(z + nlz) - u(' - n1z)l

=d,htod(x)d(y)a(r )  

-  
4  13

where, J* = Q

3. If there is a magnetic field at the aperture
surface, first tuo volume integrals of vector potential
given by 4.7 are equal to zero. The third term which is
surface integral, can be written as 4.13 if boundary
equivalent source lheorem are considered

L(frxi"") =zfrx Er

Lorentz condition in the lossless simple medium that
does not include magnetic sources where p- = Q,

F^ =0, j* =o and i^ = 0, vector Helmholtz
e4uation can be found as

y 'A+k 'A=-p j * -  py  xJ^  4 .3
Considering second scalar Green theorem and

scalar Helmholtz equation of Green function

YzG + k2G = -+naf - r') 4.4
the integral solution of 4.3 vector Helmholtz equation
in the unbounded medium can be obtained as

-  u  f f f -  e - rw
A= . l l J J *  ndv ,4n ' - " i  "  K

.!ffir,i..*a,' 
n''

4tr ""l R
4.6 is the curl ofsurface current density in the meaning
of distribution

v ' J* = {v ' J ",1* t(n '. /"" bG) 4.6
Using this equations in 4.5 one can write

- Lt ltl ' , e-jn
A=+llJ J_(r-):=_4r,

 t t ' l i  R

.fr\[ltr,J."lffa,'
l t  l l  . r -  =  \ o - j w  . .*GljLlnxJ,,)  

R * '

for the integral solution ofvector potential.
Electric vector potential can be defined as

D = -V 
" 

F. In the lossless simple medium tlut does
not include electrical souces using this definition
similar to the equations 4.3 in the axiom equations,
differential equation of electric vector potencial can be
obtained as

v tF  +k 'F  =- rJ* -eYxJ^  4 .8
Similar to the equation 4.5 the integral solution of this
equation with Green firnctions method will be

4.7

r=ft[[i*ff^'

4 .14

4. Ifthere is only an electric field an a surface,
that first two volume integral of electrical vector
potential given by 4. I I will be zero. In the third term of
4.11, which is surface integral, considering equivalent
source theorem and boundary conditions, it can be
written

L(frx i^)=-zf ixE, 4.rs

5. If there are and tangent component of both
electric and magnetic fields, the first two volume

integrals of A and F *iff be zero and considenng

*l- [[[v * j '-'! a,' 
o'n

4r '1. , '  
-  rc  R

In the meaning of distribution potential
magnetic surface cwrent density can be expressed as
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equivalence sotuce theorem, cim be written as, in
surface integral of 4.7

L(frxi*)=f ixfr ,
and the surface integral of4. I I

4 . t 6

/ - \
a l nxJw) -  -nx  L r  4 .17

6. In quasioptic scattering from a perfea

conductor for reflected ,oues F --0 and the first two
volume integrals of 4.7 are zero, in surface integral of
4.7 it also can be written as

L(f ixJ",)-  f ix f r , 4 .  l 8

CONCLUSION

In this paper, using the definition of inverse
vector, it can be shown that surface charge densities are
vectoral magftudes, and also lhese magnitudes are
added to axiom equations. That is, Maxwell equations
are expanded by being added the divergences of zurface
charge densities and the curls of surface curent
densities to these equations.

As a result, electric and magnetic surface
charge densities are vectoral magnitudes. Moreover, at
the boundary of two simple medium, electric surface
current density is equal to tangent component of
magnetic field and also magnetic surface current
density is equal to tangent component of electric field .
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